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City Palace in Jaipur

CHEAP CHIC

28 KOTHI

TRADITIONAL LUXURY

SUJÁN RAJMAHAL
PALACE

Pretty in

PINK

DAISY FINER’s city guide to Jaipur
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Once the private home of the
Maharajah – complete with strutting
peacocks among the fountains and
beds of white roses in the seven-acre
gardens – this palace, in the heart
of the Pink City, was reimagined
two years ago as an utterly unique
hotel. As you step through the doors
of the Battenberg pink, two-storey
building, you are assailed by the
brilliant use of pattern and colour.
The ‘51 Shades of Pink’ breakfast
room – which was inspired by
Norman Parkinson’s photos of India
– is possibly the most Instagrammed
hotel room in existence. One of the
loveliest of the 14 spacious rooms
is the Mountbatten Suite with
its baby blue colour scheme and
huge four poster, spacious white
marble bathroom and an attached
private dining room that’s laid
for a traditional Jaipur feast with
crystal glasses and linen napkins.
Palace room, from £760 (excluding
taxes). sujanluxury.com

This is exactly what has been missing
from the Jaipur hotel scene. Built
for the late Gem Palace jewellery
designer Munnu Kasliwal as a place
for his creative collaborators to stay,
this gorgeous guest house opened
two years ago under his son Siddharth
and restaurateur Abhishek Honawar.
There are only five rooms, all named
after different gem stones: some come
with teardrop mirrors and window
seats, others have cream wardrobes
with a palm print door. Hang out
in the library; have lunch at the inhouse vegetarian café, and laze about
on the lush garden terraces. You can
also pre-book morning yoga lessons,
meditation and Ayurvedic massages.
Doubles from £100. 28kothi.com
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